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The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs Helen M. Callender 2021-08-12
The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs has
delicious recipes that will wow! Recipes were
thoroughly tested by more than 750 kids to get
them just right for cooks of all skill
levels―including recipes for breakfast, snacks
and beverages, dinners, desserts, and more.
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Step-by-step photos of tips and techniques will
help young chefs feel like pros in their own
kitchen Testimonials (and even some product
reviews!) from kid test cooks who worked
alongside America's Test Kitchen will encourage
young chefs that they truly are learning the best
recipes from the best cooks.
Bollywood and Globalization - Rini
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Bhattacharya Mehta 2011-06
This book is a collection of incisive articles on
the interactions between Indian Popular Cinema
and the political and cultural ideologies of a new
post-Global India.
Anticipating India - Shekhar Gupta 2014-04-22
How many, in a Mumbai room full of Hermes
ties and finance whizkids, are Dalit? What if
Mahesh Bhatt's son, David Headley's friend, had
been a Muslim? Why is Delhi getting better as a
city and Mumbai going downhill? When did the
Congress first start shrinking its prime minister?
When did it become clear that Narendra Modi
would take over his party? Who are the HMTs?
And what does an angry Arvind Kejriwal say
about us? Raising such questions is the hallmark
of Shekhar Gupta's National Interest, the most
eagerly awaited news and current affairs column
in Indian journalism. Informed by three decades
and more of formidable reporting and a
credibility that gives Gupta unrivalled access to
decision makers in government, politics and
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business, the best of these columns in
Anticipating India explain and interpret, provoke
and predict change for more than a billion
people. A riveting first draft of modern Indian
history, Anticipating India interprets everything
from the successes and failings of Atal Bihari
Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh to the ascent of
Rahul Gandhi, Narendra Modi and Arvind
Kejriwal, from the forces that have deepened
Indian federalism and constitutionalism to the
public mood that keeps a check on excesses in
the use of political power. Each chapter in
Anticipating India, in its questioning of power,
its use and abuse, carries within it ideas of India
that challenge conventional wisdom, shatter
stereotypes and, in the end, question our longheld assumptions of who we are as a nation and
a people.
Hindi Film Songs and the Cinema - Anna
Morcom 2017-07-05
Since their beginnings in the 1930s, Hindi films
and film songs have dominated Indian public
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culture in India, and have also made their
presence felt strongly in many global contexts.
Hindi film songs have been described on the one
hand as highly standardized and on the other as
highly eclectic. Anna Morcom addresses many of
the paradoxes eccentricities and myths of not
just Hindi film songs but also of Hindi cinema by
analysing film songs in cinematic context. While
the presence of songs in Hindi films is commonly
dismissed aspurely commercial this book
demonstrates that in terms of the production
process, musical style, and commercial life, it is
most powerfully the parent film that shapes and
defines the film songs and their success rather
than the other way round. While they constitute
India‘s still foremost genre of popular music,
film songs are also situational, dramatic
sequences, inherently multi-media in style and
conception. This book is uniquely grounded in
detailed musical and visual analysis of Hindi film
songs, song sequences and films as well as a
wealth of ethnographic material from the Hindi
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film and music industries. Its findings lead to
highly novel ways of viewing Hindi film songs,
their key role in Hindi cinema, and how this
affects their wider life in India and across the
globe. It will be indispensable to scholars
seeking to understand both Hindi film songs and
Hindi cinema. It also forms a major contribution
to popular music, popular culture, film music
studies and ethnomusicology, tackling pertinent
issues of cultural production, (multi-)media, and
the cross-cultural use of music in Hindi cinema.
The book caters for both music specialists as
well as a wider audience.
The Eastern Gate - Sudeep Chakravarti
2022-01-06
Traders, Pushers, Soldiers, Spies. A pivot for
India’s Act-East policy. The gateway to a future
of immense possibilities from hydrocarbons to
regional trade over land and water that could
create a new Silk Route. A bulwark against
China. A cradle of climate change dynamics and
migration. ‘Northeast’ India, the appellation with
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which India’s far-east is known, is all this and
more. Alongside hope and aspiration, it is also
home to immense ethnic and communal tension,
and a decades-old Naga conflict and the highprofile peace process that involves four gateway
states—Nagaland, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh
and Assam—and several million people. It’s
among the most militarized zones in the world.
It’s a playground of corruption and engineered
violence. Only real peace, and calm in both
Myanmar and Bangladesh, will unlock this
Eastern gate. A keen observer and frequent
chronicler of the region, Sudeep Chakravarti has
for several years offered exclusive insights into
the Machiavellian—Chanakyan—world of the
Naga and other conflicts and various attempts to
resolve these. He now melds the skills of a
journalist, analyst, historian and ethnographer to
offer inside stories and a ringside view to the
tortuous, no-holds-barred attempts at resolving
conflict. Employing a ‘dispatches’ style of
storytelling, and interviews with rebel leaders,
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politicians, bureaucrats, policymakers, security
specialists and operatives, gunrunners, ‘narcos’,
peace negotiators and community leaders,
Chakravarti’s narrative provides a definitive
guide to the transition from war to peace, even
as he keeps a firm gaze on the future. The
Eastern Gate is a tour de force that captures this
story of our times.
Kishore Kumar - Derek Bose 2004
Kishore Kumar was not only a great playback
singer but also a renowned comedian cum actor,
music composer, lyricist, a filmmaker and above
all, a supreme impresario.
Refund Anticipation Loans - United States
Government Accountability Office 2018-06-17
Refund Anticipation Loans
Gandhi - Jad Adams 2011
The pre-eminent political and spiritual leader of
India's independence movement, pioneer of nonviolent resistance to tyranny through mass civil
disobedience (satyagraha), honoured in India as
'father of nation', Mohandas K. Gandhi has
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inspired movements for civil rights and political
freedom across the world. Jad Adams offers a
concise and elegant account of Gandhi's life:
from his birth and upbringing in a small princely
state in Gujarat during the high noon of the
British Raj, to his assassination at the hands of a
Hindu extremist in 1948 only months after the
birth of the independent India which he himself
he had done so much to bring about. He
delineates the principal events of a career that
may truly be said to have changed the world: his
training as a barrister in late Victorian London;
his civil rights work in Boer War-era South
Africa; his leadership of the Indian National
Congress; his focus on obtaining selfgovernment and control of all Indian government
institutions, and the campaigns of noncooperation and non-violence against British
rule in India whereby he sought to achieve that
aim (including the famous 'Salt March' of
March/April 1930); his passionate opposition to
partition in 1947 and his fasts-unto-death in a
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bid to end the bitter and bloody sectarian
violence that attended it. Jad Adams's accessible
and thoughtful biography not only traces the
outline of an extraordinary life with exemplary
clarity, but also examines why Mahatma Gandhi
and his teachings are still profoundly relevant
today.
The Shade of Cocoa - Marquita B. 2020-08-15
Bella is a happy and inquisitive five-year old girl
who loves to play with her friends, go to school,
and spend time with her family. Everyone tells
her how beautiful she is, but she doesn't feel as
beautiful as the faces she sees on TV and in the
magazines. Join Bella as she navigates a very
important life lesson and learns to love the skin
she is in.This captivating story for young
children provides a message of empowerment
and acceptance that readers of all ages can
understand and enjoy.
Adolf Hitler Life Story - Volume One - Christian
Butnariu 2014-08-16
Adolf Hitler (1889-1945) was the founder and
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leader of the Nazi Party and the most influential
voice in the organization, implementation and
execution of the Holocaust, the systematic
extermination and ethnic cleansing of six million
European Jews and millions of other non-aryans.
Hitler was the Head of State, Supreme
Commander of the Armed Forces and guiding
spirit, or fuhrer, of Germany's Third Reich from
1933 to 1945.
A New English-Hindustani Dictionary - S. W.
Fallon 1883
The Kama Sutra Of Vatsyayana - Vatsyayana
2021-07-16
An ancient Hindu text, "The Kama Sutra" is
attributed to Vatsyayana-a Vedic philosopher of
the Gupta Empire. The book offers advice on the
practice of sexual intercourse, with additional
passages about virtue, love, family, and other
aspects of human life. It is arguably the world's
most famous literary document concerning
human sexuality.
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Love and Sex in Islam - Abdullah R.
Muhametov 2013-04-15
Everything you wanted to know about sex and
love in Islam, but were hesitant to ask about:
polygamy, contraception allowed by Sharia, oral
and group sex, homosexual marriages and also
the relationship with jinns, masturbation and
mysteries of martial relations - all that is allowed
and all that is prohibited in sexual relations in
this noble and pure religion. Many people both
in the West and Russia continue to have a
mistaken illusion that love, sex and variability of
relations between man and woman are either
suppressed in Islam or in contrary exceed all
norms of decency. the book is an insight into this
matter. The Muslim man is perceived as an ideal
type of an always ready sexual partner. Love and
Sex in Islam lifts the veil covering the delicate
theme, in which the phenomena seeming
incompatible turn out to be good neighbors.
The Walking Boy - Lydia Kwa 2019-10-01
The Walking Boy is a quest novel set in early
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eighth-century Tang Dynasty China, in the final
days of the rule of the first Female Emperor Wu
Zhao. The ailing hermit monk Harelip sends his
disciple Baoshi on a pilgrimage from Mount Hua
to Chang’an, the Western capital; Baoshi is the
“walking boy” charged with locating Harelip’s
missing former lover Ardhanari. Baoshi lives
with a secret only his Master knows, and he is
filled with fears of being discovered. On his
journey, Baoshi crosses paths with both
commoners and imperial officials, as well as
others who take delight in their queer identities;
in doing so, he is released powerfully from his
past shame. Lydia Kwa's novel is a book of quiet
subversion, upending classical Chinese tropes
with contemporary ideas around gender and
feminism. Filled with psychological complexities,
magic and poetic allusions to classical Chinese
literature, The Walking Boy explores the intrigue
of inner alchemy while exorcising the ghosts of
history.
Sagittarius Horoscope-2022 - Dr. Suhas Rokde
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2022-02-01
If the planet in the higher zodiac is at its higher
degrees, then it is able to give full fruits of
highness. Whenever the planet is of the lower
zodiac, then the planet of that low zodiac is
auspicious, then the fruit of the lower planet
becomes auspicious. If there is one or both of
these low zodiac masters and the Exalted zodiac
lord of Delimited planets, then there is low
dissolution of Raja Yoga Future depends on one
or more such rules. Sagittarius The native of
Sagittarius can be religious in nature and can
also conduct the opposite. They work according
to their birth vagina.
Escape from Dubai - Herve Jaubert 2016-06-09
Herve Jaubert is a former french naval officer
and marine engineer who served as a covert
operative for the french secret service. In 2004,
Dubai government offered a partnership to
develop a submarine manufacturing company in
Dubai. Unfortunately, due to a corrupt system
and egomaniacal leaders, he became a
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scapegoat and victim of extortion, he was
threatened with police torture, and eventually
found himself under house arrest in Dubai with
no passport. Using the skills he had developed
as a spy for the counter espionage service, he
escaped in 2008 in dinghy and sailed to India.
Escape from Dubai is the real life account of his
misadventures, from his first meeting with Dubai
officials, to his lawsuit in Florida after Dubai
officials found out he had escaped and was
publishing his story.
Just for Boys - Matt Crossick 2008-08
Describes health, body, and emotional issues for
boys reaching adolescence, including nutrition,
hair growth, and why boys think and act
different from girls.
Against Our Will - Susan Brownmiller
2013-09-24
Susan Brownmiller’s groundbreaking bestseller
uncovers the culture of violence against women
with a devastating exploration of the history of
rape—now with a new preface by the author
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exposing the undercurrents of rape still present
today Rape, as author Susan Brownmiller proves
in her startling and important book, is not about
sex but about power, fear, and subjugation. For
thousands of years, it has been viewed as an
acceptable “spoil of war,” used as a weapon by
invading armies to crush the will of the
conquered. The act of rape against women has
long been cloaked in lies and false justifications.
It is ignored, tolerated, even encouraged by
governments and military leaders,
misunderstood by police and security
organizations, freely employed by domineering
husbands and lovers, downplayed by medical
and legal professionals more inclined to “blame
the victim,” and, perhaps most shockingly,
accepted in supposedly civilized societies
worldwide, including the United States. Against
Our Will is a classic work that has been widely
credited with changing prevailing attitudes
about violence against women by awakening the
public to the true and continuing tragedy of rape
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around the globe and throughout the ages.
Selected by the New York Times Book Review as
an Outstanding Book of the Year and included
among the New York Public Library’s Books of
the Century, Against Our Will remains an
essential work of sociological and historical
importance.
Lifespan - David A. Sinclair 2019-09-10
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Brilliant
and enthralling.” —The Wall Street Journal A
paradigm-shifting book from an acclaimed
Harvard Medical School scientist and one of
Time’s most influential people. It’s a seemingly
undeniable truth that aging is inevitable. But
what if everything we’ve been taught to believe
about aging is wrong? What if we could choose
our lifespan? In this groundbreaking book, Dr.
David Sinclair, leading world authority on
genetics and longevity, reveals a bold new
theory for why we age. As he writes: “Aging is a
disease, and that disease is treatable.” This eyeopening and provocative work takes us to the
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frontlines of research that is pushing the
boundaries on our perceived scientific
limitations, revealing incredible
breakthroughs—many from Dr. David Sinclair’s
own lab at Harvard—that demonstrate how we
can slow down, or even reverse, aging. The key
is activating newly discovered vitality genes, the
descendants of an ancient genetic survival
circuit that is both the cause of aging and the
key to reversing it. Recent experiments in
genetic reprogramming suggest that in the near
future we may not just be able to feel younger,
but actually become younger. Through a pageturning narrative, Dr. Sinclair invites you into
the process of scientific discovery and reveals
the emerging technologies and simple lifestyle
changes—such as intermittent fasting, cold
exposure, exercising with the right intensity, and
eating less meat—that have been shown to help
us live younger and healthier for longer. At once
a roadmap for taking charge of our own health
destiny and a bold new vision for the future of
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humankind, Lifespan will forever change the
way we think about why we age and what we
can do about it.
Bahishti Zewar - Ashraf Ali Thanvi 1996

Born a Muslim - 2021

Light of Truth - Swami Dayananda Sarasvati
1915
Aurat Durbar - Fauzia Rafiq 1995
Aurat Durbar is a complex collection, rich in its
diversity and its images. It confronts the reader
with the devastation created by racism and
bigotry. Contributors include Sudha
Coomarasamy, Ramabai Espinet, Nilambri Singh
Ghai, Veena Gokhale, Sheila James, Maya
Khankhoje, Kishwar Naheed, Sunera Thobani.
Folklore, Public Sphere, and Civil Society - M. D.
Muthukumaraswamy 2004
In the Indian context; papers presented at a
symposium held at New Delhi in 2002.
Ang Ikaklit sa aming Hardin - Bernadette
Villanueva Neri 2011
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McGraw-Hill's Math Grade 8 - McGraw-Hill
Education 2011-02-04
Now students can bring home the classroom
expertise of McGraw-Hill to help them sharpen
their math skills! McGraw-Hill's Math Grade 8
helps your middle-school student learn and
practice basic math skills he or she will need in
the classroom and on standardized NCLB tests.
Its attractive four-color page design creates a
student-friendly learning experience, and all
pages are filled to the brim with activities for
maximum educational value. All content aligned
to state and national standards "You Know It!"
features reinforce mastery of learned skills
before introducing new material "Reality Check"
features link skills to real-world applications
"Find Out About It" features lead students to
explore other media "World of Words" features
promote language acquisition Discover more
inside: A week-by-week summer study plan to be
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used as a "summer bridge" learning and
reinforcement program Each lesson ends with
self-assessment that includes items reviewing
concepts taught in previous lessons Intervention
features address special-needs students Topics
include: Addition; Subtraction; Multiplication;
Division; Fractions; Adding and Subtracting
Fractions; Multiplying and Dividing Fractions;
Geometry; Customary Measurements; Metric
Measurements
If I Am Assassinated - Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 1979
Comprises the text of the documents presented
to the Supreme Court of Pakistan in Bhutto's
appeal against the death sentence.
Sexuality, Gender and Rights - Geetanjali Misra
2005-10-04
There is virtually no record of work on sexuality
and rights in South and Southeast Asia, and
even less to show how theory can link to
practice. This volume fills the gap by
demonstrating how the ideas of scholars and
activists can be converted into action that can
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make a difference to people's lives. The 15
original essays span eight countries and
analytically document on-going work in areas
such as: sexuality education; sexual health
services; sexual rights; transexuality; and
HIV/AIDS prevention. They also offer a variety of
strategies in advocacy, service delivery,
education, training and media outreach
activities.
Babur-nama - Babur (Emperor of Hindustan)
1989
Testimony - C. A. J. Coady 1992-04-16
The role of testimony in the getting of reliable
belief or knowledge is a central but neglected
epistemological issue. Western philosophical
tradition has paid scant attention to the
individual thinker's reliance upon the word of
others; yet we are in fact profoundly dependent
on others for a vast amount of what any of us
claims to know. Professor Coady begins by
exploring the nature and depth of our reliance
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upon testimony, addressing the complex
definitional puzzles surrounding the idea. He
analyses the tradition of debate on the topic in
order to reveal the epistemic individualism
which has given rise to an illusory ideal of
`autonomous knowledge', and to gain a deeper
understanding of the issues. He concludes this
part of the book by showing what a feasible
justification of testimony as a source of
knowledge could be. In the second half of the
book the author uses this new view of testimony
to challenge certain widespread assumptions in
the fields of history, mathematics, psychology,
and law.
Gaban - Premchand, 2002-10-10
Gaban, first published in 1931, five years before
Premchand's death, gives us a fascinating
glimpse of north Indian society, and especially of
the author's own Kayasth community. But this
novel also serves to put forth his own deeplyheld views of the ills of that society - the
insatiable love of its women for personal
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adornment, its failure to create fulfilling
marriage relationships, and its moral corruption.
This is a felicitous translation by Christopher R.
King and will enable many readers to appreciate
Premchand's important novel, available for the
first time in English
Patricia Highsmith: Her Diaries and Notebooks:
1941-1995 - Patricia Highsmith 2021-11-16
New York Times • Times Critics Top Books of
2021 The Times (of London) • Best Books of the
Year Excerpted in The New Yorker Profiled in
The Los Angeles Times Publishing for the
centenary of her birth, Patricia Highsmith’s
diaries “offer the most complete picture ever
published” of the canonical author (New York
Times). Relegated to the genre of mystery
during her lifetime, Patricia Highsmith is now
recognized as one of “our greatest modernist
writers” (Gore Vidal). Beloved by fans who were
unaware of the real psychological turmoil behind
her prose, the famously secretive Highsmith
refused to authorize a biography, instead
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sequestering herself in her Switzerland home in
her final years. Posthumously, her devoted
editor Anna von Planta discovered her diaries
and notebooks in 1995, tucked in a closet—with
tantalizing instructions to be read. For years
thereafter, von Planta meticulously culled from
over eight thousand pages to help reveal the
inscrutable figure behind the legendary pen.
Beginning with her junior year at Barnard in
1941, Highsmith ritualistically kept a diary and
notebook—the former to catalog her day, the
latter to brainstorm stories and hone her craft.
This volume weaves diary and notebook
simultaneously, exhibiting precisely how
Highsmith’s personal affairs seeped into her
fiction—and the sheer darkness of her own
imagination. Charming yet teetering on the
egotistical, young “Pat” lays bare her dizzying
social life in 1940s Greenwich Village,
barhopping with Judy Holliday and Jane Bowles,
among others. Alongside Flannery O’Conner and
Chester Himes, she attended—at the
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recommendation of Truman Capote—the Yaddo
artist colony in 1948, where she drafted
Strangers on a Train. Published in 1950 and
soon adapted by Alfred Hitchcock, this debut
novel brought recognition and brief financial
security, but left a heartsick Highsmith
agonizing: “What is the life I choose?” Providing
extraordinary insights into gender and sexuality
in mid-twentieth-century America, Highsmith’s
diaries convey her euphoria writing The Price of
Salt (1951). Yet her sophomore novel would have
to be published under a pseudonym, so as not to
tarnish her reputation. Indeed, no one could
anticipate commercial reception for a novel
depicting love between two women in the
McCarthy era. Seeking relief from America,
Highsmith catalogs her peripatetic years in
Europe, subsisting on cigarettes and growing
more bigoted and satirical with age. After a stay
in Positano with a new lover, she reflects in her
notebooks on being an expat, and gleefully
conjures the unforgettable The Talented Mr.
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Ripley (1955); it would be this sociopathic
antihero who would finally solidify her true
fame. At once lovable, detestable, and
mesmerizing, Highsmith put her turbulent life to
paper for five decades, acutely aware there must
be “a few usable things in literature.” A memoir
as significant in our own century as Sylvia
Plath’s journals and Simone de Beauvoir’s
writings were to another time, Patricia
Highsmith: Her Diaries and Notebooks is an
historic work that chronicles a woman’s rise
against the conventional tide to unparalleled
literary prominence.
Why Leaders Lie - John J. Mearsheimer 2013
Presents an analysis of the lying behavior of
political leaders, discussing the reasons why it
occurs, the different types of lies, and the costs
and benefits to the public and other countries
that result from it, with examples from the
recent past.
Encyclopaedia of Hindi Cinema - Encyclopedia
Britannica 2003
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The Encyclopaedia Which Brings Together An
Array Of Experts, Gives A Perspective On The
Fascinating Journey Of Hindi Cinema From The
Turn Of The Last Century To Becoming A Leader
In The World Of Celluloid.
The Legends of the Panjâb - Sir Richard
Carnac Temple 1883
Our Moon Has Blood Clots - Rahul Pandita
2017
"Rahul Pandita was fourteen years old when he
was forced to leave his home in Srinagar along
with his family, who were Kashmiri Pandits: the
Hindu minority within a Muslim-majority
Kashmir that was by 1990 becoming increasingly
agitated with the cries of 'Azaadi' [freedom] from
India. The heartbreaking story of Kashmir has so
far been told mainly through the prism of the
brutality of the Indian security forces, the proindependence demands of Muslim separatists or
India and Pakistan's rivalry. But there is another
part of the story that has remained unrecorded
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and buried. Our Moon Has Blood Clots is the
untold chapter in the story of Kashmir, in which
hundreds of thousands of Kashmiri Pandits were
tortured, killed and forced to leave their homes
by Islamist militants, and to spend the rest of
their lives in exile in their own country. Rahul
Pandita has written a deeply personal, powerful
and unforgettable story of history, home and
loss."--Page 4 of cover.
Chanakya Neeti - Chanakya 2021-11-18
The original Chanakya Neeti was written over
two thousand years ago, but its brilliant verses
are still applicable today because the basic
quests of man remain the same—peace,
prosperity and happiness. Imbibe Chanakya’s
wisdom to break loose from the web of troubles
and create the life you desire on your terms. It is
a treatise on the ideal way of life and shows
Chanakya’s deep study of the Indian way of life.
Chanakya is regarded as a great thinker and
diplomat in India. The book portrays about his
ideologies and ideas in diverse situations, which
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are pertinent even to today’s times. The topics
discussed in this book are morality, ethics,
governance and several others.
Calcutta - Amit Chaudhuri 2013-09-10
The award-winning author Amit Chaudhuri has
been widely praised for the beauty and subtle
power of his writing and for the ways in which
he makes “place” as complex a character as his
men and women. Now he brings these gifts to a
spellbinding amalgam of memoir, reportage, and
history in this intimate, luminous portrait of
Calcutta. Chaudhuri guides us through the city
where he was born, the home he loved as a
child, the setting of his acclaimed novels—a
place he now finds captivating for all the ways it
has, and, perhaps more powerfully, has not,
changed. He shows us a city relatively
untouched by the currents of globalization but
possessed of a “self-renewing way of seeing, of
inhabiting space, of apprehending life.” He takes
us along vibrant avenues and derelict alleyways;
introduces us to intellectuals, Marxists,
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members of the declining haute bourgeoisie,
street vendors, domestic workers; brings to life
the city’s sounds and smells, its architecture, its
traditional shops and restaurants, new malls and
hotels. And, using the historic elections of 2011
as a fulcrum, Chaudhuri looks back to the
nineteenth century, when the city burst with a
new vitality, and toward the politics of the
present, finding a city “still not recovered from
history” yet possessed of a singular modernity.
Chaudhuri observes and writes about Calcutta
with rare candor and clarity, making graspable
the complex, ultimately ineluctable reasons for
his passionate attachment to the place and its
people.
The Guide to Lesbian and Gay Parenting - April
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Martin 1994-01
Drawing on in-depth interviews with families
and experts and her own personal and
professional experience, April Martin takes the
reader through the many issues involved in
forming and nurturing a lesbian or gay family,
including the decision to parent, different
options for creating a family - from artificial
insemination to adoption - the many legal
considerations, relationships and
communications within the family and with
extended family members, friends and one's
community, the special circumstances of
relationship break-ups and other crises and the
needs of children over time.
General Properties of Matter - S. Sengupta 1989
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